
Celebrating the 20th Anniversary of Open and Affirming at Danville Congregational Church 
(Fourth in a series of articles by Chris Rauen.) 

On the last Sunday of September in 1998, the Rev. Elizabeth Felts delivered a sermon entitled 
“Moving the Conversation Along.” It opened by recalling the conflict in Genesis between twin 
brothers Jacob and Esau, and homes in on that night when Jacob wrestles with an angel, disguised 
as a man. As Rev. Felts related, “The struggle between Jacob and the angel symbolizes an inner 
struggle for Jacob: his self-confidence is chastened, and he is inwardly preparing for a new 
relationship with his brother.” 

Rev. Felts then called on the congregation to wrestle with the idea of becoming an Open and 
Affirming church. She spent the remainder of her sermon discussing the ONA movement, and 
how a church achieves that designation. She also made it clear that this was not something 
“we have to do as a congregation. It is something that we can choose to do.” 

After the sermon, there was a congregational dialogue, followed by a second-hour sermon 
discussion that centered on two questions: 

1.       The part of the Open and Affirming concept that gives me the most trouble is… 

2.       One reason I think it would be good for our church to become Open and Affirming 
is… 

This sermon and subsequent discussions were a prelude to further study, presented as second-
hour forums hosted by ONA committee members. These sessions opened with a video, followed 
by dialogue and discussion. The schedule included: 

October 4: “Teaching Respect for All,” featuring a video from the Gay Lesbian Straight Teachers 
Network. The focus of the video was on secondary educators and their role in providing a safe 
environment for all students, and why gay and lesbian students in particular had been at risk in 
recent years. 

October 18: “Addressing the Pro-Gay Religious Movement,” where Exodus International, an 
organization that at the time was promoting conversion therapy for gay church members, 
addressed gay and lesbian religious issues as interpreted from their scriptural understanding. 

October 25: “What’s Religion Got to Do with Sex,” from the Questions of Faith video series. This 
video looks at several Judeo/Christian perspectives on sexuality, and points of view of leaders 
from several religious denominations. 

This program laid the foundation for the final ONA educational program in the spring of 1999. 
Next month, we’ll look at this last step in the process that ultimately led to DCC members voting 
for ONA designation. 



 


